Ojastenmäki
DIVERSIFIED INDUSTRIAL AREA

Lahti region offers an ideal location
close to growing markets
Ojastenmäki industrial area has already proved its
functionality and is home several industrial enterprises e.g.
carpentry, concrete, steel and construction companies. The
conditions of the groundwater area have been taken into
account in the completed plans and municipal technology
allowing for immediate location or expansion of operations.
The location of the business district along Highway 12 offers
excellent logistic connections. Lahti is 20 minutes away,
Riihimäki and Hämeenlinna are less than an hour away
while the Helsinki metropolitan area is just over an hour
away. The new intersection of Lahti’s southern ring road,
Highway 12, will be completed in 2020, this will further
improve and speed up logistic connections to both the
Helsinki metropolitan area and Eastern Finland.
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Ojastenmäki
Excellent plot offer
▶ Plots with an area size of approx.
2,645 m2-17,758 m2
▶ The completed plan enables spacious
plots to be commissioned quite fast.
The plot size can be customised
as appropriate. Construction can 			
begin immediately.
▶ The area has gravel soil which is
suitable for construction

Prime location
▶ The distance to Lahti is 30 km and takes
just about 20 minutes.
▶ Near Highway 12, about 20 km from
Salpakangas, Hollola’s municipal centre
▶ About an hour away from Pirkanmaa and
the Helsinki Metropolitan area
▶ Lahti’s southern bypass will speed up and
improve accessibility

Specific strengths and
characteristics of the area
▶ Load-bearing gravel area
▶ Plot sizes can be customised
▶ Construction can begin immediately
▶ Groundwater area

Major Stakeholders
▶ Koskisen Betoni Oy, LinnaSteel Oy,
Twinwood Oy

DIVERSE INDUSTRIAL AREA IN HOLLOLA HÄMEENKOSKI
We will help your
company relocate to
Lahti urban area
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▶ Survey of vacant business
premises and business plots
▶ Planning of financing
opportunities, investments
and development
▶ Mapping and compiling
subcontracting and cooperation 		
networks
▶ Support staff in recruitment and
training, e.g. in cooperation with the
TE Office
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Entrepreneur, kindly contact us for
more information - we will assist you!
Municipality of Hollola

Lahti Region Development LADEC Oy

Sari-Anna Vilander
Business Manager
044 780 1298
sari-anna.vilander@hollola.fi
hollola.fi

Sari Kesäniemi
Account Manager
050 383 8328
sari.kesaniemi@ladec.fi
lahtibusinessregion.fi

Explore the area’s business offerings: toimitilahakemisto.ladec.fi
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